Software Developer InTime Solutions Inc. - Vancouver, BC
As a Software Developer at InTime Solutions you'll be able to work on any or all aspects of our
stack from mobile/web/Java desktop clients through to application server and database. We
use an iterative development process that benefits from frequent customer feedback.
The work is highly technical with plenty of heavy lifting across 900k+ lines of 3-tier application
and unit test code. For example, optimizing object graphs across multiple tiers and making
open source tools like Swing, Wildfly, and Hibernate work together in ways not intended. We
maintain a vendor neutral persistence tier that negates the use of DB vendor tools or stored
procedures.
While very challenging at times, development at InTime is highly invigorating with intense
focus on quality and refactoring of old code. Small team, some pair-programming, 2 week
iterations, lots of IT pampering, and we eat our own dog food. We really want you to have a
whole life outside of InTime: that means a 40 hour week with no crunch times, period.

What You’ll Be Doing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborating with peers to create clean designs
Creating automated unit tests to verify function
Mobile app development on Android using Java/Kotlin
Mobile app development on iOS using Swift
Desktop/mobile browser application development with Vaadin
Desktop client development with Java Swing/JFX
JEE server-side development

Requirements

•
•
•
•
•
•

4+ years of developer work experience
Fluent in Java (Swift or Kotlin is an asset)
Proficient in any combination of: Java desktop (Swing/JFX), Java server, Android, iOS
RDBMS design (SQL Server, Oracle)
O/R mapping
Web development experience is an asset

The Company: With over 20 years in our market, InTime has the agility of a startup, but the
stability of being a profitable and well-positioned market leader. Our product is scheduling and
workforce management software that caters specifically to public safety. You see, police don’t
operate on your typical 9-5 schedule and have complex rules that must be adhered to. We are
not your generic scheduling software; we solve only the most complex scheduling problems
The Perks: In addition to a highly competitive compensation package including a
comprehensive benefits plan and employee share ownership, we offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complimentary and nutritious lunches at the office
High quality espresso and hot drink facilities
Excellent gym and bike storage
Ergonomic office environment, including stand-up desks
Subsidized personal phone plans & transit passes
Positive, fun and non-judgmental atmosphere

The Office: Our office is in a great, central location overlooking Hotel Vancouver and Robson
Street in downtown Vancouver. We are fun-loving and hardworking group who embrace our
individual strengths but work together as a dedicated team. We are all highly ethical, broadminded, confident and respectful people above all else.
We maintain an effective, but informal ‘open door’ organizational structure. We do not believe
in unnecessary formal meetings and, instead, try to make things happen through fluid team
work and open communication. There are no ‘departmental silos.’ Development collaborates
extensively with sales, customer success, support and marketing.
Job Type: Full Time
To Apply: Email your resume to careers@intimesoft.com with ‘Software Developer’ as your
subject line.
Learn More:
Website: https://intime.com
What is it like to work at InTime? https://intimesoft.wistia.com/medias/8yfxvwv76i

